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Over 140 Students Graduate
from Wina Technical School
A total of 144 students have
graduated from Wina Technical
School upon completion of a
two-year theoretical and practical
education at certificate level. The
courses include general mechanics,
wood and metal works, electricity,
construction, survey and design.
Mr. Kaleab Zeru, Director of the
school, reminded the graduates to
upgrade their skill and play due

role in the nation-building process.
Mr. Berhane Araya, Head of
Finance and Administration in
the Department of Technical and
Vocational Training and Education,
indicated on his part that vocational
training is the foundation of
overall national development and
that the investment being made
on education emanates from that
vision.

Uganda
Eritreans residing in JeddahSaudi Arabia, Uganda and Germany
have reiterated readiness to extend
continued support to martyrs
families. They voiced such resolve
on the occasion of Martyrs Day.
Speaking at the commemorative
event of Martyrs Day in Jeddah, Mr.
Abdurahman Osman, the Eritrean
Consul, said that Martyrs Day is
an occasion on which the Eritrean
people pay tribute to fallen heroes
and renew their pledge to oppose
enemy conspiracy.
The Eritrean Community in
Saudi Arabia stated that they
have assumed the responsibility
of assisting martyrs families as

of 2005. In this spirit, individual
citizens assist up to 40 families.
694 nationals have assumed the
responsibility of assisting a total
of 1,234 families, while PFDJ and
NUEW branches have been playing
due role towards the success of the
program.
Similarly, Eritrean communities
in Uganda have commemorated
Martyrs Day with candle vigil. Mr.
Mohammed Suleiman, Eritrea’s
Ambassador to Uganda, said that
Martyrs Day is a special occasion
during which citizens renew their
commitment to support families of
martyrs and strengthen participation
in
national
development
endeavors.

Popular Campaign in
Connection with Martyrs Day
Staff members of the Ministry of
Agriculture, PFDJ Central region
branch, residents of Keren city,
Government employees in AdiKeyih and Tesenei respectively
conducted popular campaign in
connection with Martyrs Day.
The Minister of Agriculture,
Mr. Arefayne Berhe, and staff
members of the Ministry have
constructed terraces and dug holes
for tree seedlings through popular
campaign in Embaderho. The
Minister explained that the primary
objective of the popular campaign
is to pay tribute to fallen heroes
through afforestation programs and
the like.
Mr. Abraha Garza, General
Manager of Forestry and Wildlife
Authority, stated that it is the
responsibility of every citizen to
redress the environment through

plating trees on occasions like the
Martyrs Day.
Meanwhile, the PFDJ office
in the Central region organized
a commemorative event in
connection with Martyrs Day. Maj.
General Romodan Osman Awleyay,
Governor of the Central region,
Mr. Yosuf Sayik, Chairperson of
the PFDJ in the region and Mr.
Abraham Semere, Chairman of the
Regional Assembly participated on
the occasion.
Similarly, women employees of
Bidho Construction Company and
members of the National Security
Agency in the Central region
conducted popular environmental
sanitation campaign at the Asmara
Martyrs Cemetery, while some 200
families of Beit-Meka’e planted tree
seedlings in memory of the fallen
heroes.

Meanwhile, Eritrean communities
residing in various German Cities
held candle vigil on June 20 and
affirmed readiness to live up to the
trust of martyrs.
In similar news, the residents of
Keren, Asmara and Ginda as well
as the Association of Taxi drivers
in the Central region have extended
financial support to families of
martyrs. The residents of Waliku
administrative area in Keren
extended over 24,000 Nakfa in
support of the families of martyrs.
The Residents of Ginda sub-zone
also extended financial support to
150 families of martyrs.

Pledge to Support Wardisabled Veterans
The inhabitants of Tessenei Subzone have reaffirmed readiness to support
war-disabled veterans. They made the pledge during an initiative they took to
build residential houses for the veterans.
According to reports, the residential houses encompass three bed rooms,
kitchen, rest rooms and a back yard. Mr. Teklemariam Andetsion, member of
the committee, said that the residents have contributed a total of 3.2 million
Nakfa for that cause.
It is to be recalled that the inhabitants of Tesenei subzone have contributed
over 6 million Nakfa in support of 1,200 martyrs families over the past few
years.

Motor Oil Recycling Plant
Total Oil Company has
established a motor oil recycling
plant in the port city of Massawa.
Speaking at the opening
ceremony in the presence of Mr.
Tesfai Gebreselasie, Minister of
Land, Water and Environment,
Gen. Sebhat Efrem, Minister
of Energy and Mines, and
representatives of Total Oil

Company in Eritrea, the General
Manager, Mr. Adje Kacou,
explained that the establishment
of the company is part of the effort
to ensure environmental safety
and expressed the company’s
readiness to work in partnership
with the Government of Eritrea
to that end. Ms. Patricia Buisson,
Deputy Manager of the company,
equally expressed appreciation for

the Eritrean Government’s gesture
to establish the plant.
Mr. Tesfai Gebreselasie pointed
out that the establishment of the
plant is timely and relevant. He
further expressed appreciation for
the company’s initiative. He also
called on garage owners to make
proper use of products of the new
plant.
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Pace of Communication Technology To Date
Semir Seid
Disseminating information from
one spot to another requires people
to use today’s fast paced technology.
Communication today is utilizing
technology
and
transferring
information. The exchange of
information can be between people,
people with devices as well as
between devices. Smartphones
nowadays are used as controlling
devices connected with other
electronic devices. Exchanging
data via devices is also part of
communication.
Information exchange via postal
service, telephone line, short
messaging service (SMS), and
the internet are the ideal modes of
communication. The authority in
charge of this endeavor in Eritrea
is the Ministry of Transportation
and Communication (MoTC).
The mission of the ministry is to
deliver fair priced transport and
communication services to the
public.
Telephone
communication
historically is tied with the
coming of the Italians to Eritrea.
Following Eritrea’s independence
it made some strides through steady
maintenance until 2003. In the years
that followed, telecommunication
services improved dramatically
and allowed people to enjoy
mobile, land line as well as wireless
telephone services anywhere they
moved. Since early 2014, all of the
telecommunication equipment and
accessories have been replaced by
new and modern machines which
doubled the operational capacity.
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some places not fully getting access
on which the authorities are working
actively to improve the situation.
Places such as Mahmimet and its
surrounding areas in north-eastern
of Sahel are slated to get telephone
service soon.

Minister Tesfasillasie Brhane
By late 2016 more than 110
towers were mounted throughout
the country to provide telephone
services. Forty percent out of
these towers operate using solar
power. Since it is not practical to
mount towers in the whole country
because of the topography of some
lands and costly copper wire,
wireless telephone communication
(CDMA) was preferred and
introduced. Today there are around
22,101 CDMA clients. The CDMA
telephone service is accessible and
more efficient, because it only needs
less towers and a radio installation
in these towers. Then through the
antenna people can use their wireless
devices just like the other telephone
line. Installation takes only ten
days. Currently, the personnel at
the Eritrean Telecommunication
(Eritel) are able to install radios,
adjust antennas and microwaves as
well as maintain technical failures
through the experience gained over
the years.
Instituting mobile service enabled
the number of mobile users to
dramatically increase and reach
512,412 customers while the number
of land line telephone customers is
42,307. Geographically, telephone
service covers from eighty to eighty
five percent of the country, with

As the communication technology
is growing rapidly catching up with
it is a necessity. The ministry has a
plan to upgrade the capacity from
3G to 4G and later to broadband,
which demand huge capital
investment. Minister of the MoTC,
Mr. Tesfasillasie Brhane, said
that Eritel responds to customers’
demands.
The minister added that the
three types of telecommunication
(landline, mobile and CDMA) are
used according to the geography
of places. Further, around 875
public telephones are set in the
cities, where 473 function inside
the central region and the rest are
in the remaining five regions of the
country.
Awareness of the society about
telephone usage is rated as poor.
According to Minister Tesfasillasie,
people should use their telephones
as a means of transferring relevant
information instead of chatting
aimlessly over the phone, thus
instilling the habit of saving in
people and helping the overall
economy of the country. The minister
further recommends SMS should be
adopted by people to encourage the
habit of saving and open the door
for other operations through mobile
phones; operations such as mobile
banking and bill payments.
Apart from the mobile service
provision, internet service is
another endeavor the ministry
has been engaged with since
2001. The internet service, which

started in kilobytes per second, has
now grown six hundred percent
times to reach 300 megabyte per
second. This simply explains the
government is working passionately
in all zones to make people
advance with their communication.
Minister Tesfasillasie believes
investment is key to advance all
of the communication services,
particularly the internet. Internet

service is needs an improvement
and the ministry is working hard to
advance it into a broadband system
from satellite based service.
Communication
technology
generally requires collaboration as it
is technically complex. The MoTC
manages its work in partnership
with different internal and external
stakeholders and arms itself with
the needed software, hardware,
accessories and technical assistance
when
necessary.
Regarding
technology imports and how, why
as well as which suppliers to choose
depends on a fine organizational
research. The ministry has recently
been making arrangements to do
infrastructural works across the
country.
The impact of information
these days is huge. Information is
traded just like other commodities
as it is necessary for people to
accomplish their tasks. That is why
the Ministry of Transportation and
Communication is making efforts
to upgrade its technology as in other
parts of the world.
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Martyrdom and Eritrean National Identity
In May, Eritreans fly to reach the
heights of happiness and delight
by the wings of independence. In
June, they are immersed in the sea
of commemoration. Happiness is
accompanied by remembrance and
reverence. Exultation like inebriety
is fading without a trace after
temporary delight and fervor. June
20th is a special day in Eritrea, one
which we set aside to remember our
martyrs and renew our commitment
to advance their dreams. Martyrs
Day and Independence Day are
symbolically and politically the
most important – inseparable national holidays of Eritrea.
Martyrdom is an expression
of great love, a readiness to give
every inch and everything you
have. Martyrdom is a deliberate,
conscious and sensible passing
away to advance public good.
Martyrdom is a supreme sacrifice
with pride and consciousness made
for truth and justice, for dignity and
liberty. Napoleon Bonaparte draws
a line that differentiates martyrdom
from other deaths by saying, “It is
the cause, not the death that makes
the martyr.”
Martyrdom has become one of the
values of Eritrean national identity.
Eritrean national identity and
independence demanded all kinds
of sacrifice including opportunity,
time, effort, and life. Martyrdom
and Eritreanism are like a face
and mirror where on the face of
Eritreanism we can see martyrdom
and on the mirror of martyrdom
we see Eritreanism. The sacrifice
paid by the people of Eritrea for its
identity and dignity is unparalleled.
In a struggle to bring and maintain
independence Eritrea sacrificed
over 85 thousand martyrs. Due to
its small population, it is impossible
to find a family in Eritrea that is
free of martyrdom. The certificate
of martyrs with their photos and
short history hangs on a wall of
almost every house in the country.
Herbert M’Cleod, representative
of the UNDP, expressed the
phenomena well: “There is a big
difference here compared with the
rest of Africa . . . . People are much
more interested in their country
than in themselves. They all made
sacrifices.” Martyrdom is the price
of freedom. Quite unique in Africa,
Eritrea as a free and sovereign
country and Eritreanism as identity
were acquired by heavy sacrifice
and dedication of its own people,
the Eritrean people. In the truest
sense, freedom cannot be bestowed,

it must be achieved. And we did it.

Ertra, Ertra, Ertra
Its archenemy was humiliated
in defeat
And sacrifice compensated by
liberation

Tenacity can be understood as
being on the same mind in the
line of resistance without losing
strength. Tenacity is the source of
faith. In the absence of faith it is
impossible to show determination
and readiness to martyrdom. The
faithful and the one that placed
hope on its faith cannot face
defeat. The jewel of our martyrs is
faith; faith in the struggle, faith in
posterity, faith in Eritrea’s identity.
Our martyrs have passed away
for public safety, national unity,
national identity and dignity and,
above all, for a prosperous Eritrea
for all Eritreans. The combined
effort of the genuine sacrifice of
our martyrs, the popular leadership
of the People’s Front and the
gallant people of Eritrea fills the
Eritrean national identity with
meaning, purpose and unity. Now,
the century of humiliation is fading
into the distant past as Eritrea finds
itself on the verge of development.
The people of Eritrea have become
masters of their own destiny and
hold their future in their own
hands.

Eritrea proves the old saying
that says “the patriot’s blood is the
seed of freedom’s tree.” Truly, our
martyrs were nurtured by the love
of our motherland. They made
us proud and allowed us to stand
high among nations. Each one of
their sacrifices adds a new chapter
to our national story. Every fallen
hero of Eritrea stood firm until
the last microsecond of their life.
During the long and bitter decades
of devotion, they remained resolute
and proved that truth can win after
all.

The national heroes of Eritrea are
all those who lost their lives in the
struggle for winning and continuing
independence. Among the first
gifts of the EPLF to the people
of Eritrea was independence that
demands continuous vigilance and
65 thousand martyrs that deserve
remembrance and honor. To indicate
that independence was achieved by
martyrs, the EPLF announced and
prepared a certificate of heroism
for every martyr and gave it to the
families of martyrs. The certificate
of heroism includes the full name

The death of our martyrs is
unique and special in that they
did it with informed choice,
consciousness and tenaciousness to
plant and cultivate Eritrean national
unity and identity. Our martyrs
celebrated eternal victory in a battle
against enemies by spiritual power
rather than military power. Honest
and absolute love of country
compelled them to accept death.
The courage, strength, moral, faith
and determination in adversity are
the qualities of our martyrs that we
struggled to enhance and embrace
and make the foundation of our
personality. Our martyrs had a firm
belief that darkness is the source
of light, despair is the source of
happiness and martyrdom is the
source of freedom. In the national
anthem we find this verse:

and picture of the martyr, the date
of recruitment, and the date and
place of sacrifice. The People’s
Front made no distinction between
veteran and newly recruited, leader
and rank and file, and called all
of them martyrs. Through this act
of recognition, the People’s Front
constructed a statue of remembrance
and inscribed the names of our
martyrs upon the conscience of
Eritreans. The People’s Front, as
the leading political organization of
Eritrea, came to power through the
sacrifice of thousands of Eritreans
and it knew very well that its
existence and continuity depended
solely on respecting the memory
of the martyrs. Everything has to
be done after honoring martyrs.
The living are leaves hanging on
freedom’s tree. Forgetting martyrs
would mean that you were a leaf
without a tree.
The success of any country
relies on the commitment of its
leadership to develop a functioning
and unifying national culture.
The National Charter of Eritrea
expressed the importance of culture
and summarized it as follows:
“We must tirelessly strive to
make Eritrea a country where
culture can flourish…. Further,
commemoration of our martyrs, as
an expression of indebtedness and
nationalism, should be considered
an integral part of Eritrean culture
and identity, and be passed from
generation to generation.” (PFDJ
National Charter, 1994)
Every year on June 20th, the
people of Eritrea observe the

Commemoration of Martyrs Day.
As we remember those who gave
up their lives for the sake of our
nation, we are also reminded
that no sacrifice is too great in
the service of our motherland.
Observance of Commemoration
of Martyrs Day is also a gesture
of respect and appreciation of
the martyrs, and an expression of
commitment that Eritrea stands by
its people at all costs. The highest
sacrifice to make for your country
is to generously sacrifice your soul
for your homeland, which is truly
exemplified by our heroes in the
armed struggle for independence
(1961-1991) and during the
Ethiopian invasion and occupation
(1998-present). We are proud of
them and we support them as they
are our strong shield. Our martyrs
gave their lives and wiped away
tears from all faces forever. There
is no material worth the sacrifices
of our fallen martyrs other than
working to build this nation for
posterity. Let us ask ourselves: what
would be the best way to honor our
fallen valiant heroes and heroines?
What about for those who have
been orphaned or widowed or aged
and lost their sons and daughters?
Our debt to the fallen heroic
men and women of our country
can never be repaid. They have
earned our eternal gratitude. We
will never forget their sacrifices.
The people of Eritrea, despite the
challenges, are striving to fulfill
the aspirations of our martyrs.
Those who sacrificed and were
disadvantaged by the struggle
must not be forgotten. Eritreans
acknowledge that it is the collective
responsibility of all Eritreans to
care for the families and children
of martyrs. Even the Diaspora hold
regular meetings to discuss issues
to support the martyrs. Faithfulness
and commitment are our fortress.
Eritreanism is an identity which
at its core reflects sacrifice and
martyrdom, and we can only
continue by honoring our martyrs.
Martin Luther King once said, “A
man who won’t die for something
is not fit to live.” He was right. An
Eritrean who won’t die for Eritrea
is not an Eritrean. Eritreanism is
an identity gained at best by the
readiness to die for it.
			
Simon Weldemichael
Adi Keih College of Arts and
Social Sciences
June 2017
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Don’t say it, Show it!
“I was harassed.” I couldn’t have
possibly been more down. By then,
it had been 7 days since I went out or
passed a comb through my hair.
“Sexually?!” asked my alarmed
friend seeing how wrecked I had
been for the past week.
“I wish!” I sighed. “Through a
note… some girls in my book club
pointed out their disappointment at
something I said in a discussion with
a guy a couple of weeks ago. I have
feelings you know!” I snapped at
my friend huffily.
“Sure, sure… So that’s why you
have been down in dumps these past
days?!” blurted out my friend in
disbelief. I felt like he was trying to
not understand intentionally!
“Nooo, not just that one…”
To update you, I wasn’t doing
well then, after the occurrence
of certain consecutive events. I
suffered from a mode of slumbering
where I would sleep for a night and
stay awake for the following three
nights. This 1 night asleep- 3 nights
wakeful effect continued for like 2
weeks. And for those of you who are
wondering, NO! It had nothing to do
with the ‘Trinity’ thing so I refuse to
be thrilled by it!
Ok, here’s the very short chronicle
of events which, however, was
intense enough to have victimized
me to such an ordeal. First, a dear
cousin of mine caught me at my
work place furious about her break
up with a guy she had been seeing
for a while. What instigated the split
up was the guy’s teasing comment
of how girls can’t help wearing tiny
clothes. What fueled it, however,
was when my cousin said, “Well,
if you have a problem with tiny
clothes, try dating a bear in Northern
Antarctic!” A response I thought
was well deserved, but somewhat
abortive. Abortive because she
actually liked the guy, and believes
me… that doesn’t happen a lot.
Eventually, the mostly inevitable
ritualistic conclusion brought her
closure to some extent, “Guys are
douchebags!” This was unfortunate
event number one.
Following, I just had to run into a
neighbor in the streets and walk home
together. On the way, she revealed to
me how irritatingly tedious a mutual
guy friend of ours was growing to
be, with his stereotypical comments.
“It’s just not fun hanging out with
him anymore; it has been a while
since we did anything but argue.
Last time, he said something banal
about how girls are gold diggers and
when I started justifying why I think

otherwise, he smugly said “God! You
girls are sooo emotional!” Can you
believe him?” Can I believe him?!
Let’s save the answer for the end.
Despite the fact that two intellectuals
of desirable and delightful company
used to be together, her decision
reflected a formidable display of
decisiveness; “He’s gotta go! If I
wanted to loll around with a douche,
I would’ve done it with Daniel.”
By the way I know about Daniel as
much as you do; he must be another
douche. Unfortunate event number
two, this was.
Later, for it had to be anybody
but me, after what I thought then
was a fun afternoon of discussion, I
discovered a note stuck in my book
written for me by some girls in my
book club. After a guy member of
our club, followed by two others,
forwarded his censorious comments
towards women’s facial make up (it’s
“you’ll die if you don’t talk about
make up” these days by the way!),
all three were targeted by the ladies
with a sidesplitting combination of,
‘Asses!’, ‘Get a mirror!’, ‘If James
Bond wanted a lizard, he would’ve
adopted you!, ‘Nobody likes wooing
a hyena!’, ‘Buffoons!’ … on and on
it went. For nothing but smug smirks,
twisted faces and a waste of time
were all that were achieved; I took
the liberty of interfering to share my
wisdom which seems to have halted
the row. Later at home, I came across
the note comprising the ladies’
disapproval of the factual approach
I adhered to in regard to the issue at
hand rather than an emotional swing
of a foot to the guys’ butts. The gist
of their message was, ‘we cannot
believe you let those douches off
that easy. Unfortunate event number
three!!!
It hurt! Along with the previous
events, it hurt so bad that I started
day dreaming about sleeping, which
I seemed to be deprived of. Then
resulted the catastrophe of the dreary
“Trinity Mode” slumbering!
I was neither, in any manner,
affected by my cousin’s breakup nor
my neighbor’s loss of our mutual
friend; a guy goes, a guy comes!
(No offence gentlemen). Nor could
I not take the valuable opinion
of those who wrote me the note
(although they could’ve been a bit
nicer!). I, however, could have lived
without the impulsive reactions
and appliances in every episode
above, which involved a variety of
relationship with a guy.
Ladies, I’ve been with my share
of guys and let me confer my stand

with regard to guys’ oversimplified
comments towards girls and ladies’
reactions;
All of us inevitably recognize
the necessity of power in business,
politics, administration… but not in
a relationship. It could be because of
the deceiving feelings of love and
affection which subside. Regardless,
driven by either unawareness or pure
ignorance, we fail to comprehend
the indispensability of power in a
guy-girl relationship as in any kind
of human interaction. Erroneously
conjuring up power as evil, a social
or merely a relic of the past, and
misunderstanding the fact that
while having power is inevitably
necessitous in a relationship (as in
all aspects of life), manipulating
it for good or bad is totally up to
us. Mind you, by having power
in a relationship, it does not mean
bossing your male companion
around or always getting your way.
It simply means having effective
control over the course of your
relationship. In fact, under some
circumstances, appearing absolutely
powerless is the paragon of power.
Ladies, succeeding at or failing to
embrace this fact will inexorably
determine the kind of treatment you
incite from the guys around towards
you.
Desperately hoping that this
verity is firmly established among
the female population, allow me
to proceed with forwarding my
sagacity with regard to how I
believe ladies can maintain their
power while dissipating the effect of
stereotypical remarks in any girl-guy
relationship. After all, what kind of a
humdrum would endlessly whine to
no effect as you remain imperially
impervious? So for Power will be
the ground of my elucidation, I’ll
proudly found my 2 wisdoms on the
philosophy of author Robert Green,
writer of ‘The 48 Laws of Power’.
Wisdom no.1- Master your
emotions:Really think hard and remember;
when was the last time, you told
your male company about how guys
are insensitive that he burst with
rage? Has any guy ever responded
angrily by being like, “You are
one to talk! You girls are soooooo
indifferent you wouldn’t even lend
a guy a crying shoulder! A wall
would be a much nicer companion!”
and then decide not to see you
again? Or when you confronted
your guy friend how obsessed he is
with contemporary haircuts, has he
ever gone like, “If Angelina Jolie

wanted a rat, she would’ve adopted
you!” and then add, “Fatty!” Let
me help you out a little… never!
In my experience, I’ve never come
across a guy reacting emotionally
to a clichéd opinion. Am not saying
they don’t feel it, they just don’t
express it that way. That seems
like girls’ specialty. Maybe because
women are more protective of their
collective identity, or have a stronger
sense of belonging, or pride of being
who you are makes it difficult, to the
extent of improbability, to simply
let a banal comment go without
an argument. However, if you are
aiming for a larger cause of defending
your identity than a momentary
satisfaction of dominating a wordwar, emotional outburst is the very
wrong way to go.
Why do you react to such events
instead of directing them? “The
answer is simple…” would wisely
point out author Robert Green.
Your idea of power is wrong. You
have mistaken aggressive action
for effective action. Emotions could
reason. They also have the ripple
effect that invariably make situations
less controllable and heighten your
opposing partner’s resolve, not to
mention they only say so much about
your insecurity in this case. One who
has control, has power. Master your
emotions and never be influenced by
anger playing for long term power
rather than any momentary change
of opinion.
Ladies, you must yourselves,
individually, be a pinnacle of
refinement and a living proof before
you speak for others. So ascertain
your most enthralling individual
mannerism and be royal in your
own fashion; act like a queen to be
treated like one. The queen doesn’t
go around blurting out in response
to every comment; nor does she
imprudently forward annotations
in gatherings. The way you carry
yourselves will often determine
how you’re treated. In the long
run, appearing impulsive will make
people disrespect you. Master your
emotions and refrain from dignifying
oversimplified comments with an
emotive outpour.
Wisdom no.2:- Win through your
actions not through argument
Any momentary triumph you
think you have gained through an
argument is really a periodic victory.
The negative impression you stir
up is stronger and lasts longer than
any momentary victory. It is much
more powerful to get others to agree

with you through your actions.
Demonstrate, do not explicate.
Words have that insidious ability
to be interpreted according to the
other person’s mood and insecurities.
Trust me, when my cousin told her
former boyfriend to date a bear in
the northern Antarctic, he said “You
saying I am fat?!” Truthfully, he
could’ve done a bit more to avoid
having boobs. Let me share with
you one of my favorite edifying
and amusing references I came
across while enjoying author Robert
Green’s book;
In 1502 in Florence, Italy, an
enormous block of marbles stood
in the church of Santa Maria Del
Fiore; once magnificent piece of raw
stone but mutilated by an unskilled
sculpture. Despite Piero Sarorini,
Florence’s mayor contemplation to
save the block by commissioning
Leonardo DaVincci to work on it
everyone’s agreement that it had been
ruined, left the block gathering dust.
But some friends of Michelangelo
from Florence decided that only
he could fix the magnificent piece.
Michelangelo traveled to Florence
and examined the stone and came to
the conclusion that he could in fact
curve a fine figure from it. Sarorini
argued that this was a waste of
time; nobody could salvage such a
disaster but he finally agreed to let
the artist work on it. Weeks later,
as Michelangelo was putting the
final touches on the statute, Sarorini
entered the studio. Fancying himself
of possessing an exquisite aesthetic
judgment, he studied the huge work
and told Michelangelo while he
thought it was magnificent, the nose,
he judged was too big. Michelangelo
realized that from where Sarorini
was standing, the right perspective
wasn’t attainable. Without a word,
he gestured to Sarorini to follow
him to where he thought was the
right angle of viewing the work.
Reaching the nose, he picked up his
chisel as well as a bit of marble dust.
Angelo started to tap the nose lightly
with his chisel, letting the bits of
dust he has gathered in his hand to
fall little by little. He actually did
nothing to change the nose but gave
every appearance of working on
it as Sarorini watched. After a few
minutes of the show he stood back
and, “look at it now”. He gestured.
“I like it better”, replied Sarorini,
“You’ve made it come alive!”
Michelangelo was too clever to
keep the perfection of the statue intact

Continued on page 5
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Eid AlFitr Rituals

If you are looking for the
announcement of Eid AlFitr, I
tell you this is not it. This article
is about how Eid is celebrated
and pre Eid day’s look like.
Today might be the last day of
Ramadan and festivities such as
Eids are the most cherished days
by Muslims. Annually, Muslims
honor two festivals: Eid AlFitr
and Eid AlAdha, and every
Muslim celebrates these days in
a spectacular way. Eid Alfitr in
particular is eagerly awaited since
it covers a collection so many of
activities to enjoy.

Arrangements for the Eid
are vast and depend on every
household, since everyone wants
to celebrate the day uniquely.
However, what most people do
commonly is out to buy clothes,
sweets, biscuits and Abaeke, the
most preferred drink on such
occasions. Abaeke is a drink
many people adore. Despite its
health benefits, if preserved well,
its taste lasts for weeks. For those
who don’t like this drink other
soft drinks or juice are served.
On the last few days of fasting
men get to wear their new haircuts. Back in my childhood I
remember one day refusing to go
to the mosque because I did not
get my new haircut. For a child,
Eid means a lot, you need all part
of you to be new, so you can tell
friends dad got that expensive
looking staff just for you.
Some women make delicious
cookies at home and others
knead their flour and take it to
the bakeries. Baking the cookies

takes almost a whole day;
kneading the flour, cutting piece
by piece and making designs. But
the scrumptious taste is worth
spending the day.

Cleaning the house is the duty
of every member in our family.
All the utensils and clothes are
washed and bleached. Every room
is cleaned, walls cleared from
spider nets, the carpets are brushed
and the floor is washed on which
petrol is applied to make it shiny.
New or clean curtains are hang
over the walls and the rooms get
fresh smell of myrrh and various
pleasing perfumes.
People always forget which
Eid is about breaking the fast and
which about charity. I always find
them asking, ‘Is this Eid of cloth
or meat?”.
Slaughtering a sheep, a goat or
even a hen is one way to make
a family feel like at home and
celebrate. This way, stew is made
for lunch and everybody makes it
formally in one table on this day.
On Eid AlFitr Muslims are allowed
to slaughter an animal before the
Eid day, unlike the other Eid. The
skin of the slaughtered animals
is usually sold to traders but in
Eids it is given to the Mosques,
so that the money from the skin
can be used to help the poor or the
mosque.
Announcing the Eid day
depends on the sighting of the
moon. Anyone located anywhere
who happens to see the moon
first is encouraged to immediately
inform the authorities, who let
people know it is the end of the
fasting season and the beginning

of the feast.
On Eid days the faithful
perform a morning congregation
prayer in an open field that can
accommodate the people of the
town. In the old days, Muslims in
Asmara performed their Eid Salat
or prayers in the Jamie mosque
but through time as the number of
prayers started to increase prayer
place is preferred to be in the Bahti
Meskerem square. Men wear the
traditional white Jelebyas, or
Thawb as the Arabs call it, and
women wear their Luwyets when
leaving for the prayer. Taking
photographs and Selfies has
become part of the culture for a
while. Unfortunately, there is less
work for photographers in these
days as many people use their
smart phones instead.
After finishing their prayers the
faithfulexpress their best wishes to
one another saying Eid Mubarek

or Eid Saeid (Happy Eid) and also
saying Kulu Amin Waantum Biker,
wishing one another to make it
well to the coming Eid. Going on
foot collectively is ordinary by
those who initiate their journey
to praying field from different
mosques. Muslims consider both
Eids occasions to show gratitude
to Allah and remember Him, as
well as give alms to the poor. That
is why in Eid AlFitr the faithful
are seen giving alms to the poor
in the streets.
Later in the day you go around
the town to visit extended family
members. To visit every house
without forgetting requires a mind
road map just like UBER does to
know from which house to start
first, or else you find yourself lost
the whole day. You can find some
families have moved house and
some have made it to your Eid
to do list when they moved in to
town. When I was young I was
on duty to take my little sisters by
hand and make sure every house is
visited a year before is visited the
following year. I knew since then
that it is hard to lead people but I
somehow managed for some years
until I gladly left the chair to join
my elder brothers. As children our
pockets used to fill with sweets
and cookies after visiting every
house, and when kids on the streets
asked us for Meeyedi (sweets and
biscuits) we offered one or two.
The three of us used to save and
hide the special sweets gathered
on the day and sort them one by
one in the evening. Chocolats

brought by aunty or uncle from
abroad were never served to guests
even though they insisted they
should be. “No way!” we used to
say, because enjoying such sweet
candies rarely happened.
Nevertheless, if there was
one thing I missed after I parted
company with my sisters, it was
the Hag’al Eid (of Eid). This is
some amount of money relatives
kindly offer children on this day.
Collecting ten to twenty bucks at
the end of the day when you got
back home made you the Dangote
at that time. It meant a lot.
Eid AlFitr, as its name indicates
(breaking) is the festival of
breaking the fast. Eid AlFitr is
the first and only day in Shawal
(a month after Ramadan) during
which Muslims are not permitted
to fast but they can observe six
volunteer days of fasting after this
day. To break the fast by porridge
or qcha fit fit in the morning and
before leaving for the mosque is
taken as ordinary.
Eid AlFitr is celebrated for two
days in a row in our country and
the celebration extends up to three
days in some Arab countries.
The joy of this day is remarkable
for everyone and particularly
in cultures like ours since even
walking with kids on the streets
and visiting families and friends
makes it unique and most
cherished memory. I wish the day
to be an occasion of creating new
memories and a Mubarek one.
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VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT
Bisha Mining Share Company is inviting applicants for the following position for Bisha site
project;
1.
Position : HME Drill Mechanic
Department: Engineering
Number required (1)
MAJOR DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Planning
•
Follows the “Planned Maintenance Schedule”.
Implementation of the plan
•
Identify the highest priority for each day and focus on completing relevant tasks.
•
Ensures good housekeeping.
•
Carries out actual maintenance and repairs of Drill Rigs in an efficient and effective way in
order to minimize downtime.
•
Performs regular inspections in order to detect potential problems before they cause
breakdowns.
•
Minimizes downtime by ensuring the best techniques are being used to repair breakdowns.
•
Ensure safety requirements are fulfilled at the work place, including leading Field Level
Risk Assessment (FLRA) and proper use of the appropriate PPE. Report any safety issues/incidents.
•
Comply with mine’s cardinal rules and other safety, environmental or other rules and
standards as directed. Identifies any hazards in the work place.
•
Conducts preventative maintenance on the Drill Rigs by checking engines; motors;
pneumatics; hydraulic systems by following diagrams, sketches, operation manuals, manufacturer’s
instructions and engineering specifications. Troubleshooting malfunctions.
•
Carries out “Fault finding” by using precision measuring and testing instruments.
•
Removes defective parts by using hoists, cranes and hand and power tools. Examines form
and texture of parts to determine causes of failure.
•
Determines changes in dimensional requirements of parts by using rulers; calipers;
micrometers; and other measuring instruments.
•
Understands and is familiar with basic hydraulic systems.
•
Attends technical and other training as required by supervisor.
Writing Reports and Data Control
•
Compile daily; progress reports as requested
Qualifications:
•
Formal Trade for Expats (Diesel mechanic / Auto electrician)
•
Grade 12 for locals
Knowledge and Experience:
•
3 - 5 years relevant experience
Technical Skills
•
Computer Literacy (MS Office – Intermediate, )
•
Attention to detail
•
Analytical skill
•
Mechanical & Electrical experience
•
Problem solving skill
•
Supervisory experience
Behavioral Skills
•
Communication (English)
•
Assertiveness, Self-motivation
•
Interpersonal Relations
•
Integrity, High level of accuracy, Discretion
•
Prioritizing skills & multi-skilling
•
Ability to work towards strict deadlines
2.
Position: Pump Fitter
Department: Engineering
Number required (1)
MAJOR DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Planning
•
Follows the “Planned Maintenance Schedule”. (Job Cards) and equipment instructions.
•
Makes a list of parts and equipment required.
Implementation of the plan
•
Identify the highest priority for each day and focus on completing relevant tasks.
•
Ensures good housekeeping.
•
Ensures Safety requirements are fulfilled at work place, including leading Field Level Risk
Assessment (FLRA) and proper use of the appropriate PPE.Report any safety issues/incidents.
•
Comply with mine’s cardinal rules and other safety, environmental or other rules and
standards as directed. Identifies any hazards in the work place.
•
Maintains and installs piping where required PVC, UPVC or HDPE and galvanized steel
piping.
•
Replaces services and repairs all water pumps.
•
Maintains the sewage plant.
•
Maintains all drainage.
•
Maintains all toilets, showers and basins.
•
Maintains all relevant kitchen and laundry equipment.
•
Identifies correct tools to be used, selects correct pipe sizes and fitting to use.
•
Tests pipes and equipment for leaks.
•
Attends technical and other training as required by supervisor
Writing Reports and Data Control
•
Compile daily; progress reports as requested
Qualifications
•
Grade 12 for locals (Technical school)
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Knowledge and Experience
•
3 – 5 Years’ relevant experience
Technical Skills
•
Computer Literacy (MS Office –basic )
•
Driving license must have grade 2 or above
•
Attention to detail
•
Analytical skill
•
Boilermaker and welding experience
•
Problem solving
Behavioral Skills
•
Communication (English)
•
Integrity
•
Prioritising skills and multi-skilling
•
Ability to work towards strict deadlines
•
High level of Accuracy
•
Self-motivation
3.
Position: Electrician
Department: Engineering
Number required: (01)
MAJOR DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Planning
•
Makes use of “Planned Electrical Installation Schedule”. (Daily Work Sheets).
•
Analyses blueprints, schematics and drawings of electrical systems in order to determine the
most efficient installation method.
Implementation of the Plan
•
Identify the highest priority for each day and focus on completing relevant tasks.
•
Ensures good housekeeping
•
Ensures Installation and repairs of ELECTRICAL work are carried out in an efficient and
effective way in order to minimise downtime. (Circuit sketches, operation manuals, manufacturer’s
instructions and engineering specifications, wiring layouts). Troubleshooting malfunctions.
•
Performs regular inspections in order to detect potential problems before handing over
building to the client.
•
Controls downtime by ensuring the best techniques are being used to repair breakdowns
•
Ensure safety requirements are fulfilled at the work place, including leading Field Level Risk
Assessment (FLRA) and proper use of the appropriate PPE. Report any safety issues/incidents
•
Comply with mine’s cardinal rules and other safety, environmental or other rules and
standards as directed. Identifies any hazards in the work place.
•
Assist with parts and supply stocks by carrying out regular stock takes and ordering
replacements as required.
•
Install electrical wiring, lighting fixtures and electrical control and distribution equipment
(lights; alarms; electrical panels; switches; circuits; sockets).
•
Inspects electrical power tools and other equipment and records in log book and register on
a weekly & monthly basis.
Reporting
•
Compile daily; progress reports for the department.
•
Inspects electrical power tools and other equipment and records in log book and register on
a weekly & monthly basis and report.
Qualifications
•
Grade 10+3 (Technical School)
•
Technical College Electrical Diploma
Knowledge and Experience
•
3 – 5 Years’ relevant experience
Technical Skills
•
Computer Literacy
•
Electrical Experience
•
Attention to detail
•
Analytical skill
•
Supervisory Experience
•
Problem solving
•
Housing Electrical Installation (Wiring, DB, board etc.)
Behavioral Skills
•
Communication (English)
•
Team Work (Team player roll)
•
Prioritizing skills and multi-skilling
•
Ability to work towards strict deadlines
•
High level of Accuracy
•
Self-motivation
General Information and other requirements:
• Place of Work:
Bisha.
• Type of contract:
Indefinite.
• Salary: 		
As per Company salary scale.
Additional requirement for Nationals:
• Having fulfilled his/her National Service obligation and provide evidence of release paper from
the Ministry of Defense.
• Present clearance paper from current/last employer.
• Testimonial documents to be attached (CV, work experience credentials, a copy of your National
Identity Card etc.).
• Only shortlisted applicants would be considered as potential candidates for an interview.
• Application documents will not be returned to sender.
• All applications should be sent through the post office.
• Deadline for application: 10 days from the day of publication in the Newspaper.
• Address: Please mail your applications to;
Bisha Mining Share Company,
P. O. Box 4276 Asmara, Eritrea
•

Note to Non-Eritrean applicants:
Please send a copy of your application to
Aliens Employment permits Affairs,
P. O. Box 7940 Asmara, Eritrea.
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Turkish Airlines Announcement

Turkish Airlines feels proud to announce a new direct flight to its clients starting from 3rd of July. The direct flight
of Istanbul-Asmara-Istanbul is scheduled as follows:
The arrival time in Asmara will be at 12:30 am local time.
Departure from Asmara is scheduled at 1:30am local time.
As usual, days of operation remain unchanged.
The check-in time at the Asmara International Airport will be at exactly 9:00pm local time on every Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays.
Passengers in connection with flights to Europe are kindly requested to report to the sales office located in Saba
Building.
For further information, you may contact the Airline with the telephone numbers- 184949 /184925 or clients can
possibly contact the Airline through personal Travel Agencies.

Turkish Airlines
Widen Your World!!

Invitation for Bids (IFB)
Name of Country: Eritrea
Name of Project:
Global Fund
Grant No: 		
ERI-M- MOH
Date:			
June 12,2017
IFB Title:
printing of posters, bulletin AFEI guidelines and
brochure
IFB Number:		
NCB 05/2017
1. The Ministry of Health of the State of Eritrea has received a grant from the Global
Fund towards the cost of HIV/AIDS, Malaria, and TB Project. It is intended that part
of the proceeds of this grant will be applied to eligible payments under the contract for
PRINTING OF POSTERS, MEDICAL INFORMATION BULLETINE, AFEI
, GUDELINES AND BROCHURE.
2. The Project Management Unit of the Ministry of Health now invites sealed
bids from eligible bidders for the printing of the above mentioned PRINTING OF
POSTERS, MEDICAL INFORMATION BULLETINE, AFEI, GUDELINES
AND brochure.
3. Bidding will be conducted through the NATIONAL Competitive Bidding (NCB)
procedures specified in the Global Fund Guidelines:

4. Interested bidders may obtain further information from PMU, Ministry of Health
and inspect the Bidding Documents at the Procurement Office, PMU, Ministry of
Health,
Denden Street No.82, Asmara, Eritrea; Tel: 291-1-122978, Fax: 2911-124357 from 08:00 to 12:00 hours, 14:00- 18:00 HOURS Monday to Friday.
5. A complete set of Bidding Documents in English language may be purchased
only by licensed printing press on the submission of a written application, and upon
payment of a nonrefundable fee NAKFA (300.00) or equivalent.
6. Bids must be delivered to the Procurement Office, PMU/MOH, Denden Street #
82, Asmara, and Tel: 291-1-124360/122978, Fax. 291-1-124357, on or before 15:00
hrs on June 28,2017 . All bids must be accompanied by a bid security not less than
two (2) percent of the bid amount in a freely convertible currency which should be
submitted separately sealed within the bid offer envelop.
7. Late bids will be rejected. Bids will be opened in the presence of the bidders’ or
legal representatives who choose to attend at 15:05 hrs. On June 28, 2017, at PMU
(MOH), Conference Room.
N.B:- sample for the printed materials can be inspected during office hours at
project management unit of Ministry of Health conference room.
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Martyrdom Does Not Mean Death

Billion Temesghen

People have heard the name ‘Arefaine Natnael’ a lot; however, they don’t recognize his face. He is not the type that appears much on media outlets but his poems echo in every one of
them. During the war for independence he was a war poet; now, he voices poems reflecting themes of liberty and its cost.
As we just come from lighting our candles in honor of Eritrea’s Martyrs on June 20, we have invited one of Eritrea’s top poets and one that definitely represents best the essence of
liberty and martyrdom. Poet and essayist Mr. Arefaine Natnael is our guest today. Let us get to know him and see where he gets his poetic wit from?

30 Years of Matching
Resonating Words
In 1986 I was severely injured
and was hospitalized. I had a lot of
spare time in my hands lying there
almost half paralyzed; so I decided
to put resonating words in ink, on
paper. So from then up to now it
has been some 30 years of poetry.
Nevertheless the keenness for poetry
started when I was way younger. I
perfectly remember the first poem I
ever recited; I was in 4th grade. But
growing up I didn’t think of going to
school for it; a hobby that I enjoyed
vastly in my teenage days.
For the generations of the 1960s,
70’s and 80’s, hobbies and passions
were some sort of unaffordable
leisure activities. We had a common
dream and passion and that was the
freedom of our country. If I am to
take you to my childhood I’d say
it was probably the most animated
part of my life. Due to our young
age we knew little about the politics
and meaning of independence but
what we knew for sure was that
we hated to be under oppression.
While playing in the afternoon
we would see someone shot dead,
we would hear of strangled youth
in city squares, we would notice
how neighborhoods were by the
day deserted as youngsters were
either killed or left for the fields.
So our shared dream was to be a
Tegadalai. You will never believe
me how many times we would go
through life threatening trouble to
get out of the capital’s borders and
reach the closest units of freedom
fighters. They always forced us to go
back home, they refused to recruit
us mainly because we were too
young for it. And after many failed
attempts I was finally old enough to
be Tegadalai.
When Will You Go Back?
My many attempts of fleeing home
and to be part of the revolutionary
struggle were several. So my mother
kept on high guards on rebellious
young me. She tried to send me away
from home to Massawa and other
places just to keep me away from
my friends… Nothing ever worked

for her. I would still find a way to
the fields, but then sadly be rejected
by the freedom fighters because of
my age. Any ways once enlisted, I
saw my name was registered in the
Bet Timhirti Sewra list. There was
no way on earth that I was going
to school. I wanted to fight. I snack
away from the queue and joined the
freedom fighters. They let me join…
Well, it was not easy to convince
them but I still made it.
So a couple of weeks after my
mother heard about my whereabouts,
she went through the same troubles I
had gone through to reach the fields
and be a freedom fighter, only that
she was there to make sure I had
made it safe. In the meanwhile two
young compatriots and I had by
then completed our training and
became radio operators. So one
day they called me and told me that
my mother had come to visit me. I
seriously couldn’t believe it, ‘why
was she there?’ I felt wronged…
and scared that she was going to
take me back home, although I had
my certainties that my new skill
had by then made me useful for the
liberation front. The freedom fighters
humbly welcomed my mother, with
the little food they had. I went to the
bunker where she was resting, and
she couldn’t believe her eyes at the
sight of actually holding an AK47.
We talked for a while and I asked her
“When are you going back?” She
must have been surprised at how fast
I grew up.
From then until Independence
Day I lost all contact with my family.
Until one day a poem of mine entitled
‘Words of Your Son’ was aired on
Radio Dimtsi Hafash and my brother
in Asmara recorded it and sent a
picture of my family with writings:
“Words of Our Mom” in the back. It
is interesting how the picture made
its way to the fields. My brother sent
it to EPLF branch offices in Europe
and from there they sent it to me.
Martyrdom Does Not Mean
Death
“I choose martyrdom to avoid
death”. It is one of my favorite
poems. There is a reason why many

Eritrean youth glorify dying for our
country and for our people. It is
an altruistic act that you rarely see
in other communities. Every one
lives for his or her own. While in
Eritrea people live and die for each
other. The sole method through
which Eritreans defeat death is by
scarifying their lives for peace and
stability of their people.
Although as a poet I did try to
raise the significance of martyrdom
I don’t think I have been able to fully
explain it. And generally speaking
none of the artists, writers, journalists,
politicians… nobody has been able
to describe Eritrean martyrdom in
its core significance. We respect our
martyrs and every Eritrean soul is
not afraid to give life for peace, but
who can explain this extraordinary
innate thing of Eritreans?
Have you ever been able to explain
a mother rejoicing in the martyrdom
of her own child? “I waited for you
in the door steps. I have my cane,
I wait for you seated my weak and
old legs won’t let me come out. And
I waited for you to come in the way
you left. I waited, I waited but you are
not here. They told me you were left
behind. Well done my child. It’s green
because of you, it is warm because
of you, and it is peace thanks to you.
Well my child I think we have been
far apart long enough, age has me,
I’ll come to you, wait for me.” This
is how an Eritrean mother grieves
her child. Can you explain it?
The Name Sake
Besides fighting enemies, freedom
fighters had to also fight Nature.
For years we lived outside. Like
animals we took away the jungle
from the wild animals. We lived in
mountains as tall as 2Kms and more.
We did our daily chores walking up
and dawn these elevations. It is just
unbelievable. And as young people
living together we enjoyed coming
up with names and nicknames for
everyone and almost everything.
Similarly, we named even our
monstrous habitat, the mountains of
Sahel… our homes with rocks rolling
from top down every now and then.
Every unit had different names and

the locals called them their way.
A new name would be instigated
by different occasions and events.
The names we would give were
extremely meaningful for us…
Examples? They dearly meant
something. There was ‘The Socialist
Mount’ because it was short and fair
for everyone to climb. ‘Mount Shell’
had the unit of logistics. ‘Mount
Caribbean’ was just so beautiful and
so green in the middle of the desert.
‘Mount Weini’ was dedicated to a
beautiful young girl who died there.
A group of freedom fighters were
there to fetch water and she sadly
was the last one to get up when an
enormous rock came rolling and
buried her. Nobody could move the
rock, not even if all the units had
gathered. And so she rests there until
now.
The Poet
I have neither fixed style nor
techniques. I like to try out different

styles. My themes normally revolve
around martyrdom, freedom,
liberation and so forth… I don’t sell
my poems. I never wanted it to be
the source of my income. I have one
book, a collection of my war poems
and essays. Those I wrote after
Independence… I think I should
publish them along with the essays. I
have been collecting and translating
many of them into English.

Don’t say it . . .
Continued from page 4
while not offending Sarorini’s pride
of having a great aesthetical taste
with an argument, thus protecting
further possible commissions from
jeopardy.
You don’t need to lay your
relationships on the line or consume
yourselves in futile, time consuming
arguments. You must learn to judge
your moves on their long term effect.
Action and practical demonstration
are much more powerful and
meaningful. No one is offended and
your point is proven for no one can
argue with a demonstrated proof. As
a wise man once remarked, the truth
is generally seen, rarely heard.
As children we start our lives
with great exuberance; expecting
and demanding everything from the
world. But as we grow older, many
things set out boundaries, causing us
to accept limitations which are really
self-imposed. You really believe none

of these oversimplified comments
about how impulsive, incapable
of intellectually performing as the
other sex, or reliant you are, fail to
genuinely portray your individual
self? Then don’t say it, show it!
So those discontented with my
less emotional, more factual verbal
or written approach, I’ll not be
requesting your pardon for if you (as
I do) rightfully believe that practical
demonstration is the right way to
go, you’ll be outfitted like a sub
Saharan diva in a way that coveys
to your anti- tiny clothes date, ‘Are
you wearing a jacket… God! You
are such a dork!’ Or you’ll work on
your face with a bit of more colors
and sway your hips right and left
on the face of every dude who has
acquainted you with his bête noire
towards make up. What better
way to indicate ‘I heard you, I just
don’t care’. Prefer demonstration to
argumentation. And be nicer with
your notes, will ya!
Hannah Isaac

